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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Written Answers 

Schools: Radicalism 
Diana Johnson: To ask the Secretary of State for Education (1) what assessment his 
Department has made of the effectiveness of the work of local authority-based Prevent 
co-ordinators in tackling extremism in schools; and how many local authority-based 
Prevent co-ordinators submitted evaluations or other forms of evidence to his 
Department in the last year for which information is available; [199781] 
(2) what advice his Department provides to local authority-based Prevent co-ordinators to 
help identify and tackle extremism in schools; and when this guidance was last updated. 
[199779] 

Mr Timpson: Preventing extremism in all schools is a priority for the Government. 
In 2010 the Department for Education set up the first preventing extremism unit in 
Whitehall outside the Home Office. Ofsted now trains inspectors to understand 
and report on extremism. The Department has published a range of guidance to 
support schools in raising awareness of the risks from extremism. 
Schools can help protect children from extremist and violent views in the same 
ways that they help to safeguard children from drugs, gang violence or alcohol 
abuse. Schools' work on Prevent needs to be seen in this context. It is for local 
authorities to determine how best to support schools in their areas in the light of 
local circumstances. 
A number of local Prevent projects, funded by Home Office, engage schools and 
supplementary schools and train teachers in priority areas. The Department for 
Education and Home Office are working together to secure the best practical 
outcome from this funding. It is the responsibility of the Home Office to evaluate 
the projects it funds. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0
003.htm#14061716000082  

 
Community Relations: Islam 

Hilary Benn: To ask the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government what 
grants his Department has made to Muslim organisations to support integration and 
community cohesion, by organisation, in each year since May 2010. [199834] 

Stephen Williams: My Department is willing to work with all faith communities 
represented   in  the   United  Kingdom   who  are  committed  to  integration.  The  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0003.htm#14061716000082
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0003.htm#14061716000082
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Department for Communities and Local Government funds three programmes 
designed to encourage people of different faiths to come together at local and 
national level in dialogue and shared endeavour. These are Near Neighbours 
(operated by the Church Urban Fund), Together in Service (operated by 
FaithAction) and support for the work of the Inter Faith Network for the United 
Kingdom. Muslims are among the faith groups that are involved in and benefit 
from these programmes. 
We do not have specific pre-allocated budgets for working with individual faiths. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0
002.htm#14061716000016  

 
 

Downing Street 

British values: article by David Cameron 
… This week there has been a big debate about British values … about what these 
values are, and the role they should play in education. 
The values I’m talking about – a belief in freedom, tolerance of others, accepting 
personal and social responsibility, respecting and upholding the rule of law – are the 
things we should try to live by every day. To me they’re as British as the Union Flag, as 
football, as fish and chips. Of course, people will say that these values are vital to other 
people in other countries. And, of course, they’re right. But what sets Britain apart are the 
traditions and history that anchors them and allows them to continue to flourish and 
develop. 
Our freedom doesn’t come from thin air. It is rooted in our parliamentary democracy and 
free press. Our sense of responsibility and the rule of law is attached to our courts and 
independent judiciary. Our belief in tolerance was won through struggle and is linked to 
the various churches and faith groups that have come to call Britain home. … 
Our values have a vital role to play in uniting us. They should help to ensure that Britain 
not only brings together people from different countries, cultures and ethnicities, but also 
ensures that, together, we build a common home.  
In recent years we have been in danger of sending out a worrying message: that if you 
don’t want to believe in democracy, that’s fine; that if equality isn’t your bag, don’t worry 
about it; that if you’re completely intolerant of others, we will still tolerate you. As I’ve said 
before, this has not just led to division, it has also allowed extremism – of both the violent 
and non-violent kind – to flourish. … 
To read the full article see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/british-values-article-by-david-cameron  

 
 

Scottish Government 

Road to written constitution    
… The draft Scottish Independence Bill is now open for public consultation and includes 
details on how an independent Scotland could prepare a permanent written constitution 
in a fully participative process led by the people. 
The Bill also sets out immediate arrangements for independence – such as the role of 
government, human rights and the rule of law - and would form the interim written 
constitution. 
The fundamental principle underpinning the Bill is that the people are sovereign – rather 
than Parliament, as is the case in the UK. … 
In a keynote speech at University of Edinburgh’s Centre for Constitutional Law today, Ms 
Sturgeon will say: “… Scotland will be a national economy with all the tools of other 
independent   states.    Independence  as  our   constitutional  future   puts  the   practical  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#14061716000016
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#14061716000016
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/british-values-article-by-david-cameron
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responsibility into our own hands. … A written constitution is an important part of a 
nation’s identity – it defines who we are and sets out the values that we hold dear. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Road-to-written-constitution-dbc.aspx 

TOP 
 

 
 

Israel 

House of Commons Written Answers 

Jerusalem 
Mark Williams: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs 
what the UK position is on the future status of Jerusalem. [199669] 

Hugh Robertson: The Government considers that Jerusalem has the status of a 
corpus separatum as defined by the 1947 UN Partition Plan. Although we accept 
de facto Israeli control of West Jerusalem we do not recognise Israel’s annexation 
of East Jerusalem, which we consider to be occupied territory. Jerusalem holds 
particular significance for many groups around the globe, especially the three 
Abrahamic faiths of Islam, Judaism and Christianity. 
We believe that a solution to Jerusalem must be sought as part of a negotiated 
settlement between the Israelis and the Palestinians, and the solution must allow 
for all those people for whom Jerusalem means so much to access and enjoy it. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0
002.htm#1406176000066 
 

Middle East 
Mr Hollobone: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs 
what assessment he has made of the approach of the new Palestinian government to the 
peace process with Israel. [200310] 

Hugh Robertson: President Abbas was clear that new interim technocratic 
Government will uphold a commitment to the principle of non-violence, a 
negotiated two state solution, and an acceptance of all previous agreements and 
obligations, including Israel’s legitimate right to exist. Reuniting Gaza and the 
West Bank under a Government committed to these principles is a necessary 
condition for resolving the Israel-Palestinian conflict. We now look to the new 
Government to demonstrate these commitments through its actions as well as its 
words. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0
002.htm#1406176000068 
 

Palestinians 
Bob Stewart: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what 
reports he has received on the practice of Palestinian youths being tried by military 
courts and sentenced to prison for minor offences. [199749] 

Hugh Robertson: The Government is concerned over the dual court system that 
is employed in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories, under which all 
Palestinians, except those living in East Jerusalem, are subject to trial in military 
courts irrespective of the charges against them while Israeli youths are tried in 
civil courts. We also have serious concerns about the treatment of Palestinian 
children under the Israeli military court system, which we raise regularly with the 
Israeli authorities. More details can be found at: 
http://www.hrdreport.fco.gov.uk/israel-and-occupied-palestinian-territories/  

 

http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Road-to-written-constitution-dbc.aspx
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000066
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000066
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000068
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000068
http://www.hrdreport.fco.gov.uk/israel-and-occupied-palestinian-territories/
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http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0
002.htm#1406176000071  
 
 

House of Lords Oral Answers 

Palestine 
Baroness Tonge: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what plans they have to recognise 
the state of Palestine. 

The Senior Minister of State, Department for Communities and Local 
Government & Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Baroness Warsi) (Con): 
My Lords, we continue to judge that a negotiated, two-state agreement remains 
the only way to resolve the conflict once and for all. That is why we are focused 
on supporting the parties in finding a way to resume serious dialogue. As my right 
honourable friend the Foreign Secretary has said, we reserve the right to 
recognise a Palestinian state at a moment of our choosing and when it helps best 
to bring about peace. 

Baroness Tonge: I thank the Minister for her reply, but does she recall that in the 
Queen’s Speech, we were promised foreign policy, 
“based on respect for national sovereignty, territorial integrity and international law”? 
Should we therefore recognise the state of Palestine immediately to make up for time 
lost, encourage our European partners to do so too, and suspend the EU-Israel 
association agreement if Israel does not withdraw from the territories that it has occupied 
illegally since 1967? 

Baroness Warsi: My Lords, as we said during the Palestinian upgrade at the UN 
General Assembly in 2012, ultimately we would like to see a Palestinian state 
represented through all organs of the United Nations and recognised as a 
Palestinian state. However, we feel that the best way to reach a solution to these 
matters is through a negotiated process, and we still believe that Secretary 
Kerry’s proposal presents an opportunity to engage and to talk. 

Lord Pannick: My Lords, does the Minister agree that progress towards a peace 
settlement would be enhanced if Hamas were able to secure the release of the three 
Israeli teenagers who were kidnapped in the West Bank last weekend? Will the 
Government do all they can to seek to secure that objective? 

Baroness Warsi: The Government have strongly condemned the abduction of the 
three Israeli youths in the West Bank. We are deeply concerned about the 
escalation of violence on the ground, and for the sake of both Israelis and 
Palestinians I hope that further escalation can be avoided. We are still trying to 
find details of what is happening on the ground, but of course it has led to 
escalation, including, tragically, the death of a Palestinian child. 

Lord Winston: My Lords, given the instability, conflict and violence in the countries that 
surround Israel, is it not understandable that the Israeli Government are deeply 
concerned about a Government who might be led by Hamas and who are committed to 
the destruction of Israel? 

Baroness Warsi: My Lords, we welcome the new technocratic Government, who 
are made up mainly of people who are not affiliated to political organisations. We 
are heartened by the fact that the quartet principles have been endorsed by the 
new technocratic Government. 

Baroness Falkner of Margravine (LD): My Lords, does my noble friend recall that over 
the last two years she has stood at the Dispatch Box and told the House on many 
occasions—I think mainly during 2013—that this year was the last chance saloon for 
achieving a peace process in the Middle East? Given where we find ourselves, what is 
the United Kingdom Government’s position on achieving a peace process now that the 
Americans   have  more  or  less   said  that  there  is  nowhere   further  to  go?   Will  the  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000071
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm140616/text/140616w0002.htm#1406176000071
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Government consider replacing the current system of the Middle East quartet envoy and 
so on with a fresh impetus and a completely new look at whether a two-state solution is 
indeed the right answer? 

Baroness Warsi: My noble friend is right: I have stood at this Dispatch Box over 
the last 12 months, if not more, talking about the concern over the changing 
situation on the ground. We are running out of time to achieve a two-state solution 
because the situation on the ground continues to deteriorate. That is why we were 
so supportive of the discussions that Secretary Kerry was leading. My noble friend 
is also right that we have to start looking at other options that are available to us, 
because what we want in the end is a two-state solution. That requires a safe and 
secure Israel, but it also requires a viable Palestinian state. As to the role of the 
quartet, my noble friend will be aware that it is not just for the United Kingdom to 
impose who leads it. I would be interested to hear from the Benches opposite 
whether they feel a change in personnel is needed. 

Lord Wright of Richmond: My Lords, does the noble Baroness accept that there is 
virtual unanimity, and not only in this House, on the urgent need for a two-state solution 
to the Palestinian problem? Does she accept that the recent reconciliation agreement 
between Fatah and Hamas offers the Israelis a unique opportunity to work genuinely 
towards a two-state solution? On the point raised by the noble Lord, Lord Pannick, if this 
story is true it is horrendous, but is the Minister aware that similar outrages are being 
committed daily by the Israeli Defence Forces and by the settlers themselves? This is the 
time to recognise Palestine as a state. 

Baroness Warsi: Of course, ultimately peace will be achieved only if there is a 
unified authority in the Palestinian territories to which we can speak—a unified 
organisation that represents both Gaza and the West Bank—as long as it abides 
by the quartet principles. I can stand at this Dispatch Box and give a list of things 
that the Israelis are alleged to have done and a list of things that the Palestinians 
are alleged to have done, but I am not sure whether that blame game is going to 
take us any further. What I am clear about is that a Palestinian life and an Israeli 
life are equally important. It is therefore right that what we do respects the sanctity 
of life, and the basic human rights that people require whether they are Israeli or 
Palestinian. 

Lord Bach: My Lords, is it Her Majesty’s Government’s intention to work with the new 
Palestinian unity Government? Presuming that it is, could the House be told what specific 
steps our Government are taking in that regard? 

Baroness Warsi: As I said earlier, we have recognised the technocratic 
Government; we feel that they provide an opportunity to take matters further. We 
give great credit to President Abbas, who has made sure that the technocratic 
Government have been set up in a way that is acceptable to the international 
community and are an organisation of government that we can work with. With 
regard to the UK’s approach, the noble Lord will of course be aware that we have 
been one of the biggest supporters of ensuring that a future Palestinian state is 
viable, not only through the work that we have been doing in establishing and 
supporting institutions but in relation to the humanitarian work on the ground with 
both financial support and expertise. We will continue to do that, because we are 
firmly committed to ensuring that there is a viable Palestinian state when that 
moment arises. 

Lord Dykes: My Lords, does my noble friend agree that the biggest tragedy of all would 
be if these two countries did not come together and shake hands, similar to South Africa? 
Once that happens, they can work together to create a Near East common market, and 
peace will prevail for everyone. 

Baroness Warsi: I agree with my noble friend as a Foreign Office Minister but 
also on a personal level. As someone who has lived through this dispute for most 
of her life—it has formed so much of my own identity as I have grown up—there is  
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nothing I would like more than to be in a Government who finally managed to 
resolve this matter. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldhansrd/text/140616-
0001.htm#14061611000316 
 
 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

Foreign Secretary condemns abduction of Israeli teenagers 
Speaking after hearing of the abduction of three Israeli youths in the West Bank on 12 
June, the Foreign Secretary William Hague said: 
I strongly condemn the abduction of three Israeli youths in the West Bank. My thoughts 
are with their families and I hope for their safe return home soon. I appeal to those who 
are able to bring about their release to take urgent action to do so. 
I am deeply concerned by the escalation in violence on the ground. For the sake of both 
Israelis and Palestinians, I hope further escalation can be avoided. The rockets fired 
indiscriminately from Gaza into Israel must stop; it is tragic that the Israeli airstrikes in 
response led to civilian injuries and the death of a child. I call on all parties to respect in 
full the November 2012 ceasefire. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-condemns-abduction-of-israeli-
teenagers  
 
 

European Union 

Statement on the abduction of three Israeli students in the West Bank  
We condemn in the strongest terms the abduction of three Israeli students in the West 
Bank and call for their immediate release and safe return to their families. Such acts can 
only undermine international efforts to encourage a resumption of peace negotiations. 
We are following developments closely and remain in constant contact with our Israeli 
and Palestinian counterparts.  
The EU encourages continued close cooperation between the Israeli and Palestinian 
security services to ensure the swift release of the abductees."  
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/140617_01_en.pdf  
 
Statement by the Spokesperson on Palestinian detainees  
We are following with great concern reports about the deteriorating health condition of 
Palestinian administrative detainees who have been on a hunger strike for several 
weeks. The EU has repeatedly expressed its concern about the extensive use by Israel 
of administrative detention.  
The EU calls for the full respect of international human rights obligations towards all 
Palestinian detainees and prisoners."  
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/140613_01_en.pdf  
 
Council conclusions on EU financial support to the Palestinian Authority  
… the Council stressed the importance of recognising the complex and difficult political 
circumstances of the EU's co-operation with the Palestinian Authority including the 
context of Israeli occupation, the fact that the PA does not yet have the powers of a state 
government and that part of the occupied Palestinian territory, the Gaza Strip, is run by 
de facto authorities with which the EU has no political relations. … 
Concerning the issue of those civil servants in Gaza who are not able to work due to the 
political situation, the Council underlined that it is politically important to continue 
supporting the Palestinian Authority's decision to pay its workers in the Gaza Strip as a 
key element of  maintaining the PA's presence in  Gaza and the  unity of a future State of  
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldhansrd/text/140616-0001.htm#14061611000316
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldhansrd/text/140616-0001.htm#14061611000316
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-condemns-abduction-of-israeli-teenagers
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-condemns-abduction-of-israeli-teenagers
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/140617_01_en.pdf
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/140613_01_en.pdf
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Palestine. … 
The Council also acknowledges that the Commission and the EEAS services have 
actively sought to ensure Israeli co-operation in the implementation of EU direct financial 
support to the PA and calls on the Israeli authorities to take steps that would render the 
EU's financial assistance more effective. 
To read the full document see 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/143213.pdf  
 
 

United Nations 

UN chief condemns abduction of three Israeli youths, urges restraint 
United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has condemned the abduction of three 
Israeli students in the West Bank, urging everyone to exercise restraint and to support 
efforts for the release and safe return of the young people, who include two minors. 
In a late evening statement from his spokesperson, Mr. Ban expressed his solidarity with 
the families of the abducted and called for the immediate release of the students. … Mr. 
Ban reiterated his deep concern about “the trend toward violence on the ground and 
attendant loss of life”. 
He noted that a child in Gaza died yesterday as a result of a recent Israeli airstrike, and 
expressed his condolences to the bereaved family. 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=48052#.U53HBo2Swbc 

TOP 
 

 
 

Other Relevant Information 

NatCen Social Research 

British Social Attitudes Report 2014  
http://www.bsa-31.natcen.ac.uk/media/38202/bsa31_full_report.pdf  
 

 

Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

OSCE/ODIHR launches Hate Crime Reporting website 
The OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights today launched its Hate 
Crime Reporting website, transforming its annual hate crime report into an interactive 
and user-friendly resource. 
The new website, which can be found at http://hatecrime.osce.org/, provides users with 
all of the materials and data contained in the paper report – “Hate Crimes in the OSCE 
Region – Incidents and Responses” – bringing together information provided by OSCE 
participating States, international organizations and civil society. 
“This new instrument strengthens our role in collecting data on hate crime and in 
increasing public awareness of these crimes,” said Ambassador Janez Lenarčič, Director 
of ODIHR. “Ordinary citizens can now find information about their country and read 
ODIHR’s observations on that information in relation to OSCE commitments.” 
Designed to complement the ODIHR website, the new platform presents hate crime data 
collected from across the OSCE region, organized thematically and by country. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.osce.org/odihr/119866 
 
 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/143213.pdf
httphttp:%5C--www.un.org-sg-statements-?nid=7785
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=48052#.U53HBo2Swbc
http://www.bsa-31.natcen.ac.uk/media/38202/bsa31_full_report.pdf
http://hatecrime.osce.org/
http://www.osce.org/odihr/119866
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Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 

Pillay welcomes appointment of new UN human rights chief 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay on Tuesday warmly welcomed the 
UN General Assembly’s appointment of Zeid Ra’ad Zeid Al-Hussein to succeed her … 
The Secretary-General’s nomination of Zeid Ra’ad Zeid Al-Hussein, currently the 
Permanent Representative of Jordan to the United Nations in New York, for a four-year 
term as High Commissioner for Human Rights, was approved unanimously by the 
General Assembly … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true&LangID=E 
 

TOP 
 

 
 

Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Services (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  
 
Assisted Dying Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/assisteddying.html  
 
 

Scottish Parliament 
Assisted Suicide Bill 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/69604.aspx 

TOP 
 

 
 

Consultations           ** new or updated today 

** Annual return for 2015 - information collected from charities (closing date 12 August 2014)
http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/media/616101/consultation_ar2015.pdf 
 
** Scottish Independence Bill: A consultation on an interim constitution for Scotland 
(closing date 20 October 2014) 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0045/00452762.pdf 

TOP 
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